[Relationship between sleep architecture and blood pressure dynamic change in patients with sleep apnea syndrome].
To investigate sleep architecture and blood pressure dynamic change in patients with Sleep apnea syndrome by electrocardiogram-based cardiopulmonary coupling analysis system. Seventy-nine sleep disorder participants (PSQI≥8) were enrolled. Electrocardiogram-based cardiopulmonary coupling analysis device and ambulatory blood pressure monitoring were synchronously used to evaluate sleep architecture and blood pressure circadian rhythm. The patients were divided into SAS group (47 participants) and non-SAS group (32 participants) according to the Apnea Hypopnea Index (AHI) that calculated by CPC device. The data of sleep architecture and blood pressure variability were compared between two groups. Compared with non-SAS group, SAS group have less proportion of deep sleep, more proportion of light sleep, higher mean blood pressure in 24 hours and daytime, lower nocturnal blood pressure dipping, faster mean heart rate in night time (P<0.05). AHI has moderate inverse correlation with deep sleep time, wake/dream time (-0.6≤r<-0.3), moderate positive correlation with light sleep time (0.3<r≤0.6), high inverse correlation with nocturnal blood pressure dipping (r=-0.785, P=0.000), moderate positive correlation with mean diastolic blood pressure (r=0.425, P=0.019). Our study shows that less proportion of deep sleep, more proportion of light sleep, 24 hours mean blood pressure and nocturnal blood pressure increase in the patients with Sleep Apnea Syndrome. The severity of Sleep Apnea Syndrome has a positive correlation with the severity of abnormal sleep architecture and the degree of blood pressure elevation.